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Love Bug Bite 2B
The Suiciductress strikes back

Previously on Love Bug Bite, we have seen
Marco AKA The Pheormancer save a blonde
cheerleader from her certain fall to death. The
girl was talked into committing suicide by a
mysterious lady in red.

Now, while the town seems calm and the
Pheromancer has his first public debut… the
Suiciductress is hatching out her next evil plan
somewhere… lurking… waiting to strike at the
moment when least expected!



Me?
Well… I … I‘m strong… 

and… fast… I call myself
the… errm… The Pheromancer… 
and… I got these powers… I 
was bitten by a genetically

enhanced bug.

Why did
you jump?

Who‘s the
lady in red?

Did you
really see

her?

While the Pheromancer’s Press Conference does not go too well for him…

Miss Stephens! 
Miss Stephens! 
Please, a word.



So, if you see Bug-Boy 
around... It‘s not a bank
robbery in process but 

just another lunatic in a 
hoodie trying to steal

work from our trusted
police force.

So, I‘m
naming him
Bug-Boy!

I did not get a 
name, but he 

himself admitted
having been 

bitten by a bug.

You can see
footage of
him right
over here.

Now… when there finally is a report on the
Pheromancer on public TV… Marco is not
too pleased with the results…



Arrghhh!!

Is there
anything we
can do to
cheer you

up?

What a nasty
woman!

Oh, my poor
Marco!

Marco is furious about having become a laughingstock in town, but his girls give
their best to ease his pain and bring in some happy thoughts…



Oh, god.
You girls are
so good to

me.





I almost
thought you
would not 

come.

Finally!
Welcome to my
little rooftop

party!

But a hurt ego soon is the least of Marco’s problems… When his
flat gets devastated and his flatmate and harem girl Barbara is
abducted by the Suicductress the Pheromancer meets up with
the evil villainess on a skyscraper’s rooftop so save his
friend/lover… it’s obviously a trap, but what can he do?!



At the exact opposite sides of the rooftop, two women are standing dangerously close to the edges… Barbara, Marcos beloved flatmate and harem girl… and
Miss Fortune, the reporter who made fun of him on public TV.



Bug Boy!

Everybody is
making fun

of you.

Have you
seen the

news?

You are no 
hero!

The Suiciductress tries using her
powers on our hero…

PS: Heavy Story Spoilers from here on
out!



Or! Or! 
Will you save 

the attractive
reporter girl?

Or will you
try saving
your lovely
flatmate? 

Will you
really go

after me?

Well, this is quite
the conundrum we
find yourself in, 

isn‘t it?

*chuckle*
Is that so…

But fails!
Though, when she is faced with the
Pheromancer’s demand for her
surrender the evil woman can only
laugh…



Heya!

Having issued the command to jump
with her emotion-corrupting voice, the
Suiciductress makes her escape, while
the Pheromancer is busy trying to save
his beloved Barbara…

Will the Pheromancer be able to save
Barbara? And what about Miss
Fortune, the reporter who‘s jumping
off the building at about the same
time? Is she doomed to fall to her
death?



Her feelings being corrupted by
the melancholy-inducing voice of
the Suiciductress, Barbara is not
too happy with being saved…



But thankfully, the Pheromancer
can give her an insentive to live
until the Suiciductress‘
corruption wears off.



Are you
alright Miss

Fortune?

Please, just 
leave me
alone…

Miss Fortune! 
If you want
to fuck me, 
follow me!

I just 
want to

die…

Fuck you?!
What the

fuck…

Shortly after at the other
side of the building…



I just 
want to…

I just 
want to

fuck him!









End of Teaser

Hello, Hexxet here. 

The second part of the Suiciductress Arc is an
action and sex packed chapter where the
Pheromancer faces a huge moral dilemma only a
true superhero can solve.

Now if you’ve read this teaser, you already know
how the story ends. But how was the
Pheormancer able to save Miss Fortune? And
what more sexy stuff is going on in between the
action?

The complete comic is ~140 comic pages long
and contains 12 pinups. It’s for adults only and
available on my Patreon, Gumroad, Fanbox or in
my Deviant Art Shop:
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